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The Barracuda plans explain the chassis construction in a step by step format starting with the base
frame & building the chassis from the ground up to make construction easier for the home builder.

Suspension arms & components are broken down into their individual parts for ease of manufacture.
This is exactly what you want to do with any $25,000-$100,000 buggy. The vast majority of the

buggy enthusiast community agrees that what you see is what you get with the Barracuda. Sure, the
Barracuda can be made into a real race buggy, it's just not that easy. Some may use EDGE products
to get the job done for them and then realize they could have saved a lot of money and effort had

they used the Barracuda as a starting point. If you have your heart set on building a race buggy that
looks like the Barracuda, keep reading. When you're making a race buggy it is important that

everything that can fail, does. The Barracuda has a proven frame to work with. It has sufficient load
bearing capacity that you can leave all of the suspension on the floor and still be able to race. This is
due to the unique 'twin-tandem frame' design which provides higher camber for greater stability, the
track bar is mounted in an offset vertical position. The suspension moves higher over the rear wheel
allowing additional traction to be gained from the ground without allowing the suspension to go flat.
Want to go racing, but your suspension is a week out of calibration? Install some new upper A-arms,
sway bar linkages, and trailing arms. Want to transition into racing? Splice an EDGE rear end to your
non-EDGE rears. Want to build a race buggy? A whole lot of EDGE kits are designed for this purpose.
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the piranha iii plans
include over 190 pages

of detailed drawings and
build instructions derived

from our latest cad
models for ultimate

accuracy and clarity. the
plans include parts lists,

material lists and
fastener lists while the

drawings feature 2d and
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3d diagrams. to make
the process easier for

the home builder
construction follows a
step by step format as
listed below:1) chassis
frame2) gear shifter 3)

pedals 4) front
suspension5) steering 6)
fuel tank7) nerf bars 8)

radiator9) body
panels10) wheels11) s1
rear suspensionmany of
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the components are
broken up into further

sub assemblies for ease
of manufacture.the
piranha iii plan set

includes the full s1 rear
suspension plans. the all-
new chassis is styled off

edges successful
barracuda buggy while

simplifying the build
process. the original

piranhas sturdy single a
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arm front suspension has
been revamped with

longer shock absorbers
to improve damping

response and handling
over the roughest

terrain. the barracudas
front upper suspension

arms have been
replaced with a two-
piece design which is

easier to fabricate and
provides more
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adjustability. these work
in conjunction with taller
uprights which run twin-
piston xvs calipers and
larger brake rotors. the

barracuda front
suspension is now fully

interchangeable with the
x2 buggy. the barracuda
plans is a comprehensive
230 pages derived from
our latest cad models for

ultimate accuracy and
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clarity. they can be
purchased in a printed
book or in digital form
ready for immediate
download (and at a
discounted price).
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